How Ireland defended itself and its native communities

In Ireland during the medieval period, focusing on the chronological development of castles with their enclosing walls (baileys), bailey, and defenses, we will explore the elements that played an essential role in the defense of Ireland.

Our castle legacy: the基础 and strategic importance of early Irish castles is evident in the landscape. The development of castles in Ireland was influenced by the arrival of the Normans in the 12th century. The Normans, originally from northwest France, who, in 1066, invaded and throughout the country.

STEALTHY DEFENCE
At the Iron Age promontory forts, enclosures known as “ringforts”, and hillforts, which can be found throughout the country. These structures were an integral part of the landscape in the 1st millennium BC. Hillforts were constructed from mounds of earth and timber, which were covered with a timber wall and gatehouse. The defenses were typically defended by the inhabitants themselves, with no permanent garrison.
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